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Glasnevin Publishing Mrz 2012, 2012. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 229x152x12 mm. This
item is printed on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - Irish Universities are in crisis! They are
dangerously underfunded and have become crippled by micro-management and preposterous
metrics. They have become effectively a boot-camp for the workplace and are promoted as being
the only option for every Leaving certificate student. In addition there is the unrealistic expectation
that they should react immediately to every political or economic whim and the, increasingly
invasive, financing and regulatory framework imposed by national and European government. This
book offers a long overdue and crucial discussion on the nature and purpose of education in
Ireland. The contributions come from both Irish and UK based academics and argue that,
increasingly, universities are being redefined and operated by interests outside the academy,
leading to crass commercial understandings of what it is they do, but sadly ignorant of what is it
they can do. Increasingly encouraged to offer 'courses' which the commercial market deems
'useful' one day but not the next, the university is more and more at the mercy of commercial and
political interests. This book calls upon university managers and academics to re-consider...
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read through. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin

It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Harber-- Emmitt Harber
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